BACK TO SCHOOL! - Take the Course that you never took, Retirement Planning 101!
Or …
What to Do about Your Retirement Income with the Market Correction Coming?

Regardless of our age, doesn’t everyone experience that “Back to School” sense of
urgency about this time every year? Preparation, anticipation, and ultimately, the
requirement to pass the Course! Still dreaming about the Final Exam?
There is one Subject you should take, and never fail, to avoid a lifetime of misery.
Where have you learned, and passed, Retirement Planning 101? At Wernham Wealth
Management Inc., we share that knowledge every day!
Our clients know that our Discovery Meeting, Recommendation Review, and Periodic
Visit process, educates our clients about issues, that many planners never discuss.
Everyone receives their own, no obligation, Retirement Blueprint, with
recommendations and guidance. The result, a retirement of gain, or by omission, a
retirement income of pain.
We teach the unique concept that “retirement income is more important, than retirement
assets”. Heard that concept from anyone else? It is the new retirement income
thinking! Here are some reasons to support the concept ….
The Pearson government in 1965, introduced the Canada Pension Plan. Five decades
later, that program is underfunded by $884 Billion. We need to talk with you about that.
This year, since the market high of February 21, the S&P/TSX Composite Index
(Canadian Stock Market) has dropped over 4% (at the time of writing). What impact will
that have on your lifetime retirement income? We have important information about
that.
At age 60 you have a 50% chance of living to age 90 or longer, yet the financial plans of
many individuals will not reflect these averages. Our process solves your need to
understand longevity risk. Will your retirement be longer than your career?
Where is your money going to come from, for as long as you live?
The Class that you must not miss, however, is to learn how to avoid losing so much of
your future retirement income to the coming Market Correction. Go to page 2008!
NOW, is the time to “Get Safe and Stay Safe”. If you have yet to build guaranteed
annual lifetime income into your retirement income solution, we need to share our
homework with you! Please visit with us as soon as you can!
We demonstrate that we are both expert and experienced every Meeting held.

Want to learn more? You can visit wernhamwealth.com to enroll for our next “Workshop
on Future Finances”, September 28, 2017. Receive your own Workbook, free.
Or, you can visit us at any time for your personalized Retirement Blueprint.
Always, you can find out what our Clients are saying by checking our most recent and
frequent testimonials, at our website.
For knowledge that you will need, tune into Retirement Ready Radio, weekly on AM980,
or by podcast at any time.
Website, Workshop, Warnings about Market, Retirement Ready Radio, Discovery
process, and guaranteed annual retirement income for life, all for you.
Are you getting that now? Time to switch to our Major? Stop by for a visit!
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